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Thanks to the Earth Helpers
We spent a simultaneously relaxing and eye-opening few hours this past week
catching up with head gardener Paul Richard and the ongoing revitalization of
Paul Martel Park.

Conceived and championed in the early 1980s by Paul Martel as Ecology Park, by
2020 the space had become as battered, neglected, and derelict as the park plan
pictured above. But as our newsletter reported at the time, through the
leadership of ARA Chair Rita Bilerman and the financial support of Miziwe Biik,
Paul and his team of Aboriginal workers were able to sign on for the multi-year
restoration project.  

Flourishing Gardens

Paul spent an hour with us explaining the quiet miracles he and the Earth
Helpers – as an Elder has named the team – have achieved in the past two years.
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We toured the emerging pocket wood with thriving individual specimens like red
and silver maple and oak and basswood and locust. Invasive plants have been
replaced by scores of different native species with enchanting names like
gentian and columbine and coreopsis and purple aster. And the planting of the
four natural habitats has been done with an eye for colour and height to
enhance the permanent features of the park such as Joseph Sagaj’s mural
celebrating Indigenous creation myths.

That was then. This is now.

Paul noted that these flourishing botanicals were made possible only through
long hours of soil preparation and irrigation as well as extensive propagation of
seedlings and plant material.



Ian Corbiere can be seen most weekday mornings labouring in the park. Just this
year alone, he and his fellow Earth Helpers have installed 12 yards of topsoil, 20
yards of screening, and 24 yards of mulch to protect the walkways and beds.

Paul carries a plate of some of the ceremonial tobacco grown by the Elders in
custom-built cedar planters. You can see the leaves behind him, harvested and
hanging to dry in the back service yard.

Abuse of the Park

Unfortunately, while the park brings great joy to residents and passersby, it also
suffers from significant human abuse.  And the lack of respect and
understanding can be dispiriting.



Recently a callous truck driver wreaked irreparable damage to the newly seeded
lawn after first deliberately moving the guardian post, of course never bothering
to return it to its proper position.

Vandals have come many nights this past summer and displaced the ceremonial
stones in the circular seven rocks garden, in spite of their substantial weight. Still
others have blundered in the dark into the tall flowering beds, breaking stems
and irrevocably crushing roots. Most disturbing of all, Joseph Sagaj’s mural was
defaced with spray paint that the Bloor Annex BIA hastily had removed.

No wonder Paul advocates fencing of some kind to protect the delicate
plantings, or even gates that could be locked at night – the time when almost all
the damage occurs.

Indigenous Tourism

But for the moment Paul is determined to somehow muster the resources and
permissions to build a proper greenhouse in the back service yard in order to
allow for year-round propagation. Also part of the dream would be a gazebo to
protect the healing circle and provide a base for educational talks. And there is
hope for a second wall mural, this one celebrating early Indigenous life on the
land.



Paul has dreams bigger even than these. He wants to link this botanical garden
with the one at Spadina Museum (which he and his team also cultivate) weaving
them with exhibits at the ROM into a tourist route focussed on Indigenous
culture and lifeways. He imagines a hop-on hop-off bus tour going as far as the
waterfront and original mouth of the Taddle. And Paul Martel Park would be the
ideal midway stop.

An hour’s conversation with Paul is not only educational but also inspiring. What
he needs now is help in realizing his dreams. It could take the form of something
as simple as building a website to give his Earth Helpers an electronic presence.
It could take the form of grants and donations. But most important Paul needs
the help of the community to champion his vision of an organic Indigenous
exhibit and to steer it through the inevitable hoops and hurdles of our
bureaucratic world.



Last week we promised you a peek at Joseph Sagaj’s artwork wrapping the
TORONTO sign at City Hall. Tobacco sourced from the plants at Paul Martel Park
was in the ceremonial pouch Joseph presented to Mayor Tory as part of the
official opening Thursday morning.

 

Notes and Queries
Well, What Do You Know?

There was no fanfare. There were no balloons. But after lamenting yet again last
week the interminable closure of the Dupont Station elevator to remediate
unspecified “deficiencies,” we were astounded on Saturday to find all fencing
and notices removed. In the absence of a welcome sign, it was with some
trepidation that we pushed the down button. But, lo and behold, the car rose
from the concourse below, the doors opened, and then we descended. For proof
positive that the mechanism works (at least for the moment), click here.
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Say Goodbye to an Old Friend

Many of us who walk along Wells Street near Bathurst have long admired the
centuries-old maple that arches elegantly over the roadway. Although the
property owners have done everything they can to preserve this magnificent
specimen, the recent shedding of a huge branch has spelled its doom – hence
the bright orange splotch signifying imminent demise. In fact, a heartbreaking
number of older Annex trees, including a large cluster along Brunswick, have
recently been marked for removal. The need to replant is increasingly urgent.
Click here to read about the City's program for street trees.
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Crossing Guards in Peril

Last Thursday we caught our exemplary crossing guard, Ulric, limping as he
shepherded us across St George.  Turns out that he had been hit by a truck the
day before up at the corner with Dupont. The driver simply rolled forward
through the intersection, oblivious to the fact he’d struck our man.

Ulric wasn’t in uniform at the time, but it seems even those bright orange vests
aren’t enough to protect the guards. Apparently three others in our district have
recently been sidelined with traffic injuries. While it’s tempting for politicians to
double down on advising pedestrians to be cautious, surely this is also time to
ask our would-be political leaders what they intend to do to enforce safer
driving?



 

In Pursuit of Safe Streets

While we’re talking about traffic safety, we’re glad to report that Light up
Toronto drew quite a crowd on Sunday night, ready to wheel, walk, and roll
down Yonge. Annexonians were well represented, including our own ARA Chair,
Rita Bilerman, who sent along a photo of the gathering. Also apparently on hand
were three candidates for the office of Ward 11 Councillor – Dianne Saxe, Norm
Di Pasquale, and Robin Buxton Potts – as well as two mayoral candidates: Sarah
Climenhaga and Gil Penalosa. 

The critical importance of the event was unscored by the release just yesterday
of an article in BlogTO regarding the terrifying experience of cyclist Brock Howse
who was struck by a school bus on Avenue Road at Cottingham last July.
Something has to be done. Where's the political will to make it happen? Can our
votes make a difference?
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Election Forum One Week Away

Here’s a quick reminder that next Wednesday is the date for the virtual all-
candidates election forum for Ward 11. Eight rivals for the position of City
Councillor have agreed to participate in the event to be held via Zoom at 7:00
pm. You can register by clicking here. After providing your name and contact
information, you will receive instructions on how to join the webinar at the
appointed time. And to make life easy, you’ll also get a reminder of your
registration the day before the event.
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The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength

depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.

This email was sent to gillianbartlettara@gmail.com. To stop receiving emails, click here to
unsubscribe.
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